Our students at McElwain Christian Academy use Lexia in the computer lab at least 2 days each week for 30 – 45 minutes each session. Our students really enjoy using Lexia Reading because of the immediate positive feedback and individual scores (graphs) which can be “read” by even our youngest students.

Many of our children beg the teachers to let them do Lexia on days when Lexia is not the computer assignment. This program is an excellent way for students to practice reading skills in a completely different format than that of pencil and paper. Not only have implementation and monitoring been easy, but also student progress has been incredible.

Our students enjoy the Lexia reading lessons which are perceived as games due to the engaging format. Because the students are able to choose which “game to play”, there is minimal student frustration with Lexia. “I appreciate that my students are immediately independent, stay engaged, and are closely monitored by the easy-to-use teacher homepage so I can keep track of many students’ skills development”. In terms of supporting my struggling students, Lexia Reading makes it very easy to print and provide Tier II and Tier III lessons to meet each student’s individual needs.”

The instructional period is planned with the individual student in mind. Students in the same grade are at different levels and working on different skills. The program actually informs the teacher when student/students require remediation and provides custom teacher driven instruction, which can also be taught in an interactive manner via our blackboard. The program also provides detailed documentation which is readily available to be printed.

Tristan (at Lexia) always responds immediately to any question which we have. He is very knowledgeable regarding all aspects of Lexia and is always personal – yet very professional. Because of his supportive assistance, we never hesitate to call whenever a question arises.
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